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Introduction
There has been a rapid growth of digitally available music data including audio recordings,
digitized images of sheet music, album covers and liner notes, and video clips. This
huge amount of data calls for retrieval strategies that allow users to explore large
music collections in a convenient way. More precisely, there is a need for cross-modal
retrieval algorithms that, given a query in one modality (e. g., a short audio excerpt),
find corresponding information and entities in other modalities (e. g., name of piece and
sheet music). This goes beyond exact audio identificiation (and subsequent retrieval of
meta-information) as performed by commercial applications like Shazam [1].
In this paper, we review several cross-modal retrieval scenarios, with a particular
focus on sheet music (visual domain) and audio (acoustic domain). First, we discuss
a traditional approach where the sheet music and audio representations are converted
into common mid-level feature representations that capture musical properties related
to pitches and harmony. The resulting feature sequences can then be compared using
standard alignment algorithms [2, 3]. Second, we review an approach based on symbolic
fingerprinting techniques. Originally, audio fingerprinting refers to a procedure that allows
for a robust identification of exact replicas of audio recordings [4]. In our cross-modal
scenario, we discuss tempo- and transposition-invariant symbolic fingerprinting methods
based on note parameters extracted via audio transcription techniques [5, 6]. Third,
employing deep learning methods, we describe an end-to-end cross-modal retrieval strategy
that works without needing manually crafted feature representations [7]. Given snippets
of sheet music (in the form of pixel images) and corresponding audio excerpts (in the form
of spectrograms), a neural network learns a joint embedding space, on which cross-modal
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Figure 1: The different representations for music data and data transformations relevant for
cross-modal music retrieval.
retrieval can be performed using simple distance measures and nearest-neighborhood
search.
Using these three approaches as illustrative examples, the primary objective of this
paper is to discuss principles and challenges encountered in general music processing,
such as designing musically motivated features and similarity measures to cope with
semantic data variability. Furthermore, to illustrate the potential of cross-modal retrieval
techniques, we describe some navigation and browsing applications including a prototype
system called the Piano Music Companion, while indicating future research directions.
Music Representations
Before we delve into the various cross-modal retrieval approaches, we first introduce
some basic notions, following [3, Chapter 1]. As indicated by Figure 1, music can be
represented in many different ways and formats. For example, a composer may write a
composition in the form of a musical score, where musical symbols are used to visually
encode which notes are to be played, and how. The printed form of a musical score is
also referred to as sheet music. The original medium of this representation is paper,
although it is now also accessible on computer screens in the form of digital images. In
electronic instruments and computers, music can be communicated by means of standard
protocols (such as the widely used MIDI1 protocol), where event messages specify note
pitches, note intensities (velocities), and other parameters to generate the intended
sounds. Often, the term symbolic is used to refer to any data format that explicitly
represents musical entities. The musical entities may range from timed note events, as is
1https://www.midi.org/
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the case in MIDI files, to graphical shapes with attached musical meaning, as is the case
in music engraving systems. In contrast to such symbolic representations, the musical
events are not given explicitly in audio representations such as WAV or MP3 files. These
encode acoustic waves that are generated when, e. g., playing an instrument, and travel
from the sound sources to the human ear as air pressure oscillations.
At this point it is important to note that each of these representations reflects certain
aspects of a musical entity, but no single representation encompasses all properties. For
example, rather than giving strict specifications, a musical score only serves as a guide
for performing a piece of music, leaving room for different interpretations. Reading the
instructions in the score, a musician shapes the music by varying the tempo, dynamics,
articulation, and other parameters, thus creating a personal interpretation of the piece.
Furthermore, while sheet music visually encodes the musical notes, such information is
hidden in an audio recording, which is basically a time series of samples. In summary,
even if they refer to the same piece of music, there may be a significant gap—technically
as well as semantically—between different representations such as sheet music and audio.
The boundaries between the various music representations are not sharp. As illus-
trated by Figure 1, symbolic representations—depending on their specific format and
intended application—may be closer to sheet music or audio representations. For example,
symbolic representations such as MusicXML2 are used for rendering sheet music, where
the shape of the note objects and their arrangement on a page are determined. Optical
music recognition (OMR) can be seen as the inverse process with the objective to trans-
form sheet music into a symbolic representation. Furthermore, symbolic representations
such as MIDI are used for synthesizing audio, where the note objects are transformed
into musical tones and real sounds. The inverse process is known as automatic music
transcription (AMT) and aims at extracting note events, key signature, time signature,
instrumentation, and other score parameters from a given music recording [3]. Both
transformations, OMR as well as AMT, are far from straightforward. For example,
correctly recognizing and interpreting the meaning of all the musical symbols in complex
sheet music is easy for a trained human, but hard for a computer. Even though current
OMR software is reported to yield highly accurate results, manual postprocessing is
necessary to obtain a high-quality symbolic representation [8]. Similarly, converting
a music recording into a note-based representation is a largely unsolved problem—in
2https://www.musicxml.com/
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Figure 2: Some chromagrams obtained from (a) monophonic and (c) polyphonic sheet music
and (c) polyphonic audio representations for the beginning of Fre´de´ric Chopin’s Nocturne in B
Major, Op. 9, No. 3.
particular, for multi-voiced music involving different instruments [9].
For relating different types of data (e. g., sheet music and audio data) to each other,
traditional methods are often based on mid-level representations that exploit specific
domain knowledge. As an important example, we first consider mid-level representations
that capture musical properties related to pitches and harmony. We then discuss symbolic
fingerprints that are based on note-level descriptors. Both of these approaches require
expert knowledge in the transformation process. As an alternative, we present an end-
to-end learning approach based on deep neural networks, where the idea is to circumvent
the explicit definition of a mid-level representation. In the following sections, we address
benefits and limitations of these conceptually different approaches in the context of
cross-modal music retrieval.
Chroma-Based Approach
To make music data algorithmically accessible, traditional music processing tries to
extract suitable features that capture relevant key aspects while suppressing irrelevant
details. For music-related retrieval and analysis tasks, chroma features have turned out
to be a powerful mid-level representation [3, 10].
Due to their central importance in music processing, we give a short introduction to
the basics of chroma features following [3, Chapter 1]. Recall that playing a note on an
instrument results in a (more or less) periodic sound of a certain fundamental frequency.
This fundamental frequency is closely related to what is called the pitch of a note. This
notion allows us to order pitched sounds from “lower” to “higher”—similarly to the keys
of a piano keyboard ordered from left to right. Two notes with fundamental frequencies
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in a ratio equal to any power of two (e. g., half, twice, or four times) are perceived as
very similar (or musically/harmonically equivalent, in some sense). This observation
leads to the fundamental notion of an octave, which is defined as the interval between
one musical note and another with half or double its fundamental frequency. In Western
music, the “space” within one octave is generally subdivided into twelve scale steps with
fundamental frequencies equally spaced on a logarithmic frequency axis, resulting in
what is known as the twelve-tone equal-tempered scale. In this scale, each pitch can be
separated into two components, which are referred to as tone height (or octave number)
and chroma (or pitch spelling attribute denoted by C, C], D, . . ., B in Western music
notation).
Chroma features rely on this perception of octave equivalence and map absolute pitch
into twelve octave-independent pitch classes, where a pitch class consists of all pitches
that share the same chroma. Thus, a chroma feature is represented by a 12-dimensional
vector x = (x(1), . . . , x(12))>, where x(1) corresponds to chroma C, x(2) to C], and so
on. In the feature extraction step, a given audio signal is converted into a sequence of
chroma vectors (also called chromagram), where each vector expresses how the short-time
energy of the signal is spread over the twelve chroma bands. A chromagram closely
correlates to the melodic and harmonic progression of the music, while exhibiting a high
degree of robustness to variations in instrumentation and dynamics.
There are many ways for computing chroma-based features from audio recordings,
e. g., using short-time Fourier transforms (STFT) in combination with binning strate-
gies [10] or by employing suitable multirate filter banks [11]. Furthermore, the properties
of chroma features can be significantly changed by introducing suitable pre- and post-
processing steps modifying spectral, temporal, and dynamical aspects. As an example,
Figure 2 (center part) shows two different chromagram variants extracted from a piano
audio recording. While the first one is a traditional chromagram, the second version is
enhanced such that certain important frequencies that relate to melody notes as specified
by the upper staff, are emphasized—which can be important,e. g., for melody-based
retrieval. When given a symbolic music representation (such as MIDI or MusicXML files),
it is straightforward to derive chromagrams from the explicitly encoded note parameters
(pitches, note onsets, note durations). Figure 2 shows a symbolic chromagram obtained
from a monophonic (left part) and polpyhonic (right part) sheet music representation.
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While symbolic chromagrams are based on “pure” note information, audio-based chro-
magrams tend to be “noisy”, reflecting the full range of the signal’s acoustic properties
(including partials, transients, room acoustics). Still, as also demonstrated by Figure 2,
chroma features mainly capture melodic and harmonic properties and are suited to serve
as a mid-level feature representation for comparing and relating acoustical and symbolic
music.
To demonstrate the applicability and potential of chroma-based features, we consider a
cross-modal retrieval scenario motivated by Barlow and Morgenstern’s book A Dictionary
of Musical Themes published in 1949 [12]. This book contains about 10,000 musical
themes of well-known instrumental pieces from the corpus of Western Classical music.
These monophonic themes (usually four bars long) are typically the most memorable
parts of a piece of music. This motivates the retrieval scenario as considered in [13,14],
where the objective is to retrieve all audio recordings from a music collection that contain
a specified musical theme. More formally, let Q be the collection of musical themes,
where each element Q ∈ Q is regarded as a query. Furthermore, let D be a set of audio
recordings, which we regard as a database collection consisting of documents D ∈ D.
Given a query Q ∈ Q, the retrieval task is to identify the semantically corresponding
documents D ∈ D. One approach, as illustrated by Figure 3, is to first transform a
query Q (possibly using OMR as an intermediate step) and each of the documents D
into chromagrams. Based on these mid-level representations, one computes a matching
function ∆QD by locally comparing the query chromagram to the audio chromagram using
a subsequence variant of dynamic time warping (DTW), see [11, Chapter 4]. For each
position of the audio recording D, such a matching function indicates the local cost of
aligning the query chromagram with a segment ending at that position of the audio
chromagram. In other words, each local minimum of ∆QD that is close to the value zero
points to a location where the query (musical theme) is similar to a local segment of the
document (audio recording). Thus, for a given query, the retrieval task can be solved
by computing matching curves for all documents and screening for local minima that
are below a certain threshold in these curves. The costs of the local minima yield a
natural ranking of the retrieved documents and their relevant sections, which can then
be presented in the form of a ranked list, see Figure 3 (right side).
As detailed in [13, 14], there are various challenges that need to be addressed,
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Figure 3: An (a) illustration of the matching procedure with chroma-based representations.
(b) The costs of the local minima yield a natural ranking of the retrieved documents and their
relevant sections, which are shown in the form of a ranked list.
including tempo deviations, OMR extraction errors, musical tunings, key transpositions,
and differences in the degree of polyphony between the symbolic query and the audio
recordings. For some of these challenges, there already exist reliable compensation
strategies. For example, key transpositions are simulated by a cyclic shift of the query’s
chromagram, or local and global tempo deviations are compensated by using sequence
alignment techniques such as DTW. Handling differences in the degree of polyphony is
still subject to ongoing research. One strategy to bridge the “polyphony gap” is to first
extract the predominant melody of the audio recording using harmonic summation [15]
and source-filter models [16]. From the resulting salience representations, enhanced audio
chromagrams that better match the monophonic theme may be derived (see Figure 2 for
an illustration).
Obviously, computing matching curves for each database document results in a
retrieval procedure that does not scale to large music collections. Indexing techniques
based on short audio excerpts (so called audio shingles) can help speed up the retrieval
procedure [17,18]. In the next section, we discuss an alternative approach that is based
on symbolic fingerprints and permits extremely efficient retrieval.
Symbolic Fingerprinting Approach
We have seen that chroma features are a very convenient mid-level representation for
comparing music data of different modalities. One main benefit is that both symbolic
and audio data can be easily converted into chromagrams. Furthermore, capturing only
the coarse harmonic/melodic progression, chromagrams are highly robust to musical and
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acoustic variations. However, the reduction onto the chroma level also leads to a loss of
valuable information that may be contained in the input data (such as accurate timing
and pitch parameters as encoded by sheet music). As a consequence, chroma-based
retrieval strategies often become problematic for short input sequences (e. g., covering
only a couple of notes). Furthermore, reducing pitch information to the twelve chroma
bands renders the comparison of monophonic and polyphonic versions difficult. An
alternative to using chroma-based features is to exploit the high specificity of note
parameters and of resulting time–pitch patterns of occurring notes. To this end, both
the visual and acoustic data need to be transformed into the symbolic music domain. In
the following, we discuss such an approach based on symbolic fingerprints and highlight
the resulting benefits and limitations.
Traditionally, in music processing, audio fingerprinting refers to methods for identify-
ing exact replicas of audio recordings, which are possibly distorted in some way (e. g.,
compression artifacts or background noise). For this problem, also known as audio iden-
tification, powerful algorithms exist and are in everyday use in commercial applications
(see, e. g., [1, 3, 4, 19]). In the identification process, the audio material is compared
by means of so-called audio fingerprints, which are compact and discriminative audio
features. There are many different ways of designing and computing audio fingerprints,
and the suitability of a specific type of fingerprint very much depends on the requirements
imposed by the intended application. For example, in the pioneering work by Wang [1],
a fingerprinting approach is described that operates on spectral peaks extracted from
a time–frequency representation. Recent work such as [19, 20] has focused on making
fingerprinting algorithms more robust to transformation in the time (playback speed of
the audio) and the frequency scale (transpositions). Classical fingerprinting approaches,
combined with indexing techniques, allow for a very efficient (scalable to huge fingerprint
datasets) and effective (high precision even for short queries) identification of audio mate-
rial. However, being based on audio-specific spectro-temporal patterns, these techniques
are not suited for handling music-specific variations as required for cross-modal music
retrieval or related tasks such as cover song retrieval [3, 21].
Inspired by classical fingerprinting techniques, Arzt et al. [5,6] introduced a symbolic
fingerprinting approach, which not only allows for the identification of exact replicas
of recordings, but also for fast retrieval of different versions of the same piece of music
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Figure 4: An illustration of symbolic fingerprints.
including differently performed audio recordings and score representations. In the
following, we summarize the main idea of this approach. For the moment, we start
with a symbolic music representation where all note events are encoded explicitly. As
illustrated by Figure 4, we assume that each note event e = (t, p) is specified by an onset
time t and a pitch p. To obtain fingerprints, we consider triples consisting of three events
e1 = (t1, p1), e2 = (t2, p2), and e3 = (t3, p3) with t1 < t2 < t3. For each such triple,
we define the time differences ∆1,2t := t2 − t1 and ∆2,3t := t3 − t2 as well as the pitch
differences ∆1,2p := p2 − p1 and ∆2,3p := p3 − p2. Furthermore, we set τ := ∆2,3t /∆1,2t .
Finally, a symbolic fingerprint is defined to be a list of the following numbers:
[∆1,2p ,∆
2,3
p , τ ]. (1)
Considering time and pitch relations in a relative fashion, each fingerprint is invariant
with regard to musical transpositions (pitch shifts) and tempo changes. To obtain
local descriptors, fingerprints are computed only from note events within a certain
neighborhood (typically a few seconds). This not only facilitates short query lengths,
but also reduces the number of fingerprints to be stored in the database. Also observe
that since each individual fingerprint encodes relative timing information, we need to
assume that the onset times of a triple are distinct. As a result, simultaneous note events
(as occurring in a chord) may not be encoded by a single fingerprint. However, such
co-occurring events can be captured by considering several fingerprints. In summary,
being discriminative yet compact descriptors of fixed length, such fingerprints have turned
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Figure 5: An illustration of cross-modal retrieval via piano transcription and symbolic finger-
printing. (Photo of Werner Goebl courtesy of Clemens Chmelar.)
out to be suitable for indexing symbolically encoded music data.
We now discuss how the symbolic fingerprints can be used for cross-modal music
retrieval. As a challenging example scenario, we consider a combined sheet-music
identification and score following application tailored to piano music [6]. Given a short
excerpt of an audio recording (used as query), the task is to identify the underlying
sheet music document as well as the exact score position (see Figure 5). Accordingly,
the database D for this task consists of sheet music representations of all pieces to be
potentially identified. In a preprocessing step, all sheet music documents D ∈ D are first
transformed into a suitable symbolic format (e. g., by applying OMR or by extracting
note parameters from a MusicXML file). From this encoding, symbolic fingerprints
are extracted for each document by considering all possible triples of note events that
obey certain constraints. For example, to avoid a combinatorial explosion, one typically
imposes constraints in the form of minimum and maximum values for the time differences
∆1,2t and ∆
2,3
t . The resulting fingerprints along with links to suitable metadata (e. g.,
corresponding piece and sheet music positions) are stored in a fingerprint database that
is equipped with efficient search structures based on indexing techniques.
Similarly, an incoming audio query is also transformed into a set of symbolic finger-
prints. This, however, involves a non-trivial transcription step to convert the recording
into a symbolic representation. In general, automatic music transcription is still an
unsolved problem—in particular for polyphonic music recordings with many different
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instruments (e. g., orchestral music), see [9, 22, 23]. In the case of single-instrument
polyphonic music (such as piano music), state-of-the-art algorithms provide reasonable,
albeit far from perfect, transcriptions. In our scenario, we employ a recent transcription
algorithm based on a recurrent neural network (RNN) [22]. The use of bidirectional
hidden layers enables the system to better model the context of the notes, which exhibit
a very characteristic envelope during their decay phase—in particular for piano music.
The network was trained on a collection of several hundred piano pieces recorded on
various (virtual and real) pianos, see [22] for further details. To make the transcriber
applicable also in online scenarios, instead of preprocessing the whole piece of audio at a
time, the signal is split into blocks that consist of several subsequent frames centered
around the current frame. Using such blocks (each covering roughly 210 ms of audio)
is a trade-off between keeping the system’s ability to model the context of the notes
and to keep the introduced delay at a minimum. The network outputs a transcription
of the audio query consisting of a list of note onsets and pitches, which can be further
transformed into a set of audio fingerprints. Finally, the score fingerprint database is
searched for subsets that approximately fit the query’s set of audio fingerprints. The
best matching subset in the database yields the sheet music document along with the
score position, see Figure 5.
In contrast to chroma-based mid-level representations, symbolic fingerprints are
compact, possess a high discriminative power, and are well suited for indexing techniques.
As a result, these techniques scale well to large amounts of data in terms of memory
requirements, accuracy, and efficiency. However, there is also a price to be paid. The
necessary transcription from audio signals into the symbolic domain is a hard problem
that is solvable well enough only for certain classes of music (e. g., piano music recorded
under reasonable acoustic conditions). Even though a small proportion of the fingerprints
extracted from the query may suffice to identify the correct piece, symbolic fingerprinting
may fail if the input representation becomes too noisy. For general music recordings
including many instruments (e. g., orchestra), there is still a long way to go; here one
requires strategies that better adapt to the multitude of musical aspects including
harmony, melody, rhythm, dynamics, and instrumentation. In this context, recent
advances in deep learning may help to make further progress in this area. In the
subsequent section, we discuss such a deep learning approach that tries to learn sheet
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music and audio correspondences directly from raw input representations without the
need for mid-level representations that explicitly exploit musical knowledge.
Deep Learning Approach
In the previous sections, we have seen two more traditional approaches for linking audio
and sheet music data using musically informed mid-level representations—once using
chroma features and once symbolic fingerprints. Such representations not only require
expert knowledge at the design stage, but are also problematic when relying on error-
prone (pre-)processing steps such as automatic music transcription on the audio side or
optical music recognition on the sheet music side. As an alternative, we now present
a methodology to directly learn correspondences between audio data and sheet music
images from a set of training observations, thus circumventing the explicit definition of a
mid-level representation. This approach builds on the current success of artificial neural
networks, nowadays often referred to as deep learning, which have proven to be powerful
tools for automatic feature learning [24]. Given snippets of sheet music images and
corresponding audio excerpts, we introduce a cross-modal neural network that learns an
embedding space in which both modalities are represented as low-dimensional vectors [7].
In this embedding space, cross-modal music retrieval can then be easily performed by
using a simple similarity measure.
The general principle of supervised feature learning is to learn latent representations
in an end-to-end fashion from a set of raw training observations. Such approaches are
not only generally applicable, but also have the advantage of automatically adapting
the learned representations to the given problem. One limitation, however, is that
supervised learning requires a sufficiently large set of training data to arrive at models
that generalize well to unseen data. In our scenario, we need training pairs that consist of
sheet music snippets and corresponding audio excerpts. Typical examples as used in our
system are shown in Figure 6(a)–(d). Note that for creating such training pairs, we need
to first establish correspondences between individual pixel locations of the note heads
in a score and their respective counterparts (note onset events) in the corresponding
audio recording. Establishing the correspondences can be done either in a manual
annotation process or by relying on synthetic training data generated from digital sheet
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Figure 6: (a)–(d) Four training pairs, each consisting of a sheet music snippet and an audio
excerpt. The pair in (d) was obtained from the pair in (c) by applying data augmentation
techniques.
music formats such as Musescore3 or Lilypond4. Based on these relationships, one can
generate corresponding snippets of sheet music images (in our case 180 × 200 pixels)
and short excerpts of audio (in our case represented by log-frequency spectrograms
with 92 bins × 42 frames). These are the pairs presented to the multi-modal network
for training. To improve the generalization ability of the resulting network, one can
further apply data augmentation techniques to (synthetically) increase the effective
size of the training set and to better account for relevant data variability. In this
setting, different transformations for sheet music augmentation (e. g., image scaling and
translation) and audio augmentation (e. g., using different sound fonts and tempo scaling)
are applied. At this point, we emphasize that data augmentation is a crucial component
for learning cross-modal representations that generalize to unseen music, especially when
little data is available. In this process, augmenting the dataset using data transformations
is conceptually different and more promising than automatically generating random
scores. First, rendering (synthesizing) sheet music typically results in images with
strong regularities (e. g., same scale or perfectly centered staff lines). By applying image
transformations, these regularities are disturbed, thus making the embedding networks
robust to small distortions as occurring in realistic scenarios, e. g., images of printed
sheet music scanned under different conditions and sheet music originating from different
publishers using varying type settings. Second, note that music and hence also sheet
3https://musescore.com/
4http://lilypond.org/
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music follows musical rules. Therefore, augmentation by adding randomly generated
music may distort the inherent data distribution of “realistic” music, which may have a
negative impact on embedding space learning.
Based on such training pairs, the retrieval task is formulated as an embedding problem
with the aim of learning a joint embedding space of the two different modalities [7].
This approach is inspired by a similar text–to–image retrieval problem, where a pairwise
ranking loss is introduced as an optimization target [25]. In the following, let (x,y)
denote a training pair consisting of a sheet image snippet x and an audio excerpt y.
As shown in Figure 7, the network consists of two separate pathways. One pathway
processes x and is represented by the function fα, where α are the network parameters to
be trained. The other pathway, which is represented by the function gβ with parameters
β, is responsible for y. The two functions map x and y, respectively, to a k-dimensional
vector, where k ∈ N denotes the embedding dimension. To define the loss function, we
need a scoring function s : Rk × Rk → R to measure similarity in the embedding space.
In our scenario, s is chosen to be the cosine measure (i. e., the cosine of the angle between
two vectors). Furthermore, for each given training pair (x,y), we assume that there
are L ∈ N additional contrasting examples y` for ` ∈ {1, 2, . . . L}. Then, the pairwise
ranking loss (also known as max-margin hinge loss, see [25]) is defined as follows:
Lrank =
∑
(x,y)
L∑
`=1
max
{
0, γ − s(fα(x), gβ(y)) + s(fα(x), gβ(y`))
}
. (2)
In this formula, the first sum is taken over a set of training pairs (x,y) (a training batch),
where each such pair comes with a separate set of contrasting examples (in practice all
remaining audio samples of the current training batch). The purpose of this loss function
is to encourage an embedding where the distance between matching samples (x,y) is
lower than the distance between mismatching samples (x,y`). The parameter γ ∈ R+ is
the margin parameter of the hinge loss and, in combination with the maximum function,
imposes a penalty on poorly embedded training pairs. More precisely, if the elements of
a matching pair (x,y) are already close in the learned embedding space and, in addition,
the elements of the mismatching pairs (x,y`) are embedded far enough apart, the second
term in the max-operator goes below zero and the respective pairs do not contribute to
the overall loss. On the contrary, if the embedded elements of a matching pair are still
14
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Figure 7: An illustration of the network used for learning a cross-modal embedding space. At
application time, the learned functions fα and gβ are used to project the sheet music snippets
and audio excerpts, respectively, to the joint embedding space.
far apart, the second term is usually above zero and will yield a substantial contribution
to the overall loss. In the training stage, the pairwise ranking loss in Equation (2) is
minimized via stochastic gradient descent with respect to the network parameters α and
β. Once the networks represented by the functions fα and fβ are learned, the elements
of matching pairs are close in the embedding space, while those of contrasting pairs are
far apart (in the ideal case). For further details concerning the network topology and
the training procedure, we refer to [7, 26].
Given this learned embedding space, cross-modal retrieval can be performed based on
a retrieval-by-embedding paradigm, see Figure 7. It is important to note that although the
network pathways are trained simultaneously on pairs of sheet music snippets and audio
excerpts, both modalities are required only at training time. At application time the two
network pathways operate independently from each other. This has huge benefits in view
of the cross-modal retrieval applications discussed in the previous sections. For example,
in sheet-music identification and score following applications, one can first compute an
embedding of an entire collection of sheet music snippets using the image embedding
function fα. The resulting k-dimensional embedding vectors can be further processed
and stored using suitable index structures that allow for an efficient neighborhood search.
Then, given an audio excerpt as a query, the search can be performed by first projecting
the query into the joint embedding space using the audio embedding function gβ of the
network, and then performing a nearest neighborhood search.
The experiments reported in [7], which are based on 26 classical piano pieces (including
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the composers Bach, Haydn, Beethoven, and Chopin) and roughly 20,000 training pairs
demonstrate that the end-to-end learning approach yields reasonable retrieval results for
sheet music of medium complexity (e. g., piano scores) and synthesized audio (used for
evaluation to establish the ground truth). In particular, combining retrieval based on
snippets/excerpts with a subsequent majority voting step, the approach is capable of
correctly relating sheet music and audio recordings on the piece level with high accuracy.
However, on the level of sheet music snippets (consisting of one or two bars) and
audio excerpt (lasting a couple of seconds), the proposed system is not yet competitive
with engineered approaches that exploit musical knowledge or are based on symbolic
representations (see the approaches presented in the two previous sections).
At this stage, one may draw the conclusion that, even when comparatively little
training data is available, it is still possible to use deep learning models by designing
appropriate (task-specific) data augmentation strategies. First experiments showed that,
when trained on only one composer, the model started to generalize to unseen scores by
other composers. Therefore, we may expect that the described model will develop its full
potential when provided a comprehensive dataset that consists of millions of training
pairs comprising different editions and layouts of sheet music and different recorded
performances.
Applications and Future Directions
In this paper, we have introduced different approaches for cross-modal music retrieval
aiming to bridge the gap between various music representations. Despite the remaining
challenges, current technology enables a variety of music navigation and browsing
applications of educational and commercial relevance. For example, in the context of
modern digital music libraries, cross-modal retrieval strategies have become an important
component for content-based analysis, synchronization, indexing, and navigation in
heterogeneous music collections [27]. Other cross-modal applications are often subsumed
under the umbrella of score following, where the computer “listens” to a live performance
and tries to “read along” in the sheet music. The output of a score following algorithm
can be used for highlighting the current measure in a digital score, automatic page
turning5, or automatic accompaniment (see, e. g., [28]).
In the following, we describe one specific example of a prototype system to give
5A page turner is a person with the task of turning sheet music pages for a soloist during a performance.
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a concrete impression of what is already possible. The Piano Music Companion is a
versatile system focused on piano music, intended to be useful for both pianists and
music lovers (see [29]). The system is able to identify, follow, and synchronize live
performances of classical piano music, in real time. The Piano Music Companion is a
permanent listener. Whenever the pianist starts playing (regardless of which piece, or
where within the piece), the companion identifies the piece, the position within the score,
and continues to follow along. This allows triggering various actions synchronized to the
performed music—for instance, the current position in the sheet music is highlighted.
While this is helpful for the performer and listener, further information about important
themes, musical structures, and chords can be provided. In a concert setting, the system
may also give hints to the listener about what to focus on at specific moments. The
system may also give additional background information on the piece or composer, while
telling the user where to acquire (additional) recordings of the current or related pieces.
Technically, the Piano Music Companion is based on two main components that
run in parallel. The first is responsible for identifying the piece being played. To this
end, symbolic fingerprinting as described above is used to continuously match the most
recently detected notes of the live performance to a database of symbolically encoded
sheet music (see Figure 5). Currently, the database includes the complete solo piano
works by Chopin and the complete Beethoven piano sonatas, and consists of roughly
1,000,000 notes in total (about 330 pieces). Once the piece and the rough position within
the sheet music representation has been identified, the actual score following is conducted
using a separate chroma-based tracking procedure, which is realized as an online variant
of the matching procedure shown in Figure 3. In this way, the system combines the
strengths of the respective components. The fingerprinting component is flexible, it
works globally across different pieces, and it scales over large datasets. However, since the
fingerprinter’s transcription step is in general faulty, the component often leads to outliers
and local misalignments. This weakness is compensated by the separate chroma-based
tracking component, which is less efficient but introduces a high degree of robustness
(due to the chroma features). This second component is applied only locally for tracking
the score once the piece and the rough position are known.
By combining these two components, the Piano Music Companion continuously
re-evaluates its hypothesis and tries to match the current input stream to the complete
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Richard Wagner – Die Walküre
…
1218: als in frostig öder Fremde
1219: zuerst ich den Freund ersah.
1220: O süßeste Wonne!
1221: O seligstes Weib!
1222: O laß in Nähe
1223: zu dir mich neigen,
…
Li
ne
s
Figure 8: Some sources of freely accessible music data distributed over the internet. (Video
image courtesy of the Warner Music Group.)
database. Thus, even if the musician suddenly jumps to a different score position or
starts playing a completely different piece, the system is able to follow as long as the
piece is part of the database. The Piano Music Companion is also highly tolerant to
deviations from the notated score (due to performance errors, transcription errors, or
intentional variations), and to tempo changes. A video demonstration of our system can
be found at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SUBtND_MJZs.
Our vision is to extend this scenario towards a Complete Classical Music Companion.
Such a system will be at one’s fingertips anytime and anywhere, possibly as an application
on a mobile device. Whatever source of music—be it a live concert, a DVD, a video
stream, or a radio program—whatever piece of classical music, whatever instrumentation,
and whoever the performers are, the companion will detect what it is listening to, inform
about the music, the historical context of the piece, famous interpretations, etc., thus
guiding the user in the listening process.
Beyond this specific music companion scenario, cross-modal music processing tech-
niques are essential for organizing and searching information distributed over the internet
(see Figure 8). For example, there are millions of digitized pages of sheet music publicly
available on sites such as the Petrucci Music Library (IMSLP)6. On the audio side,
widely accessible music and video platforms such as YouTube offer a vast and rapidly
growing corpus of music recordings. Furthermore, music-related websites as available
at Wikipedia contain information of various types including text, score, images, and
6http://imslp.org/
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audio. Finally, community-driven encyclopedias such as MusicBrainz7 collect and provide
music-related metadata in a systematic fashion. For example, structured websites can
be used to automatically derive text-, score-, and audio-based queries to look for other
musically related documents on the Web [13,30]. Furthermore, YouTube videos may be
automatically enriched with manually or automatically generated musical annotations,
as recently demonstrated in [31].
This rich application potential, demonstrated in concrete application scenarios, makes
cross-modal music retrieval a very active research field, which also drives research on other
music processing tasks. For instance, one key challenge is to improve transformation
techniques such as OMR and AMT, which are a bottleneck in many of the current
approaches. Also, deep neural networks that directly learn to relate different data
modalities are a very promising alternative that is getting a lot of attention now. We
hope that these prospects will serve as an inspiration for the signal processing community
to pay even more attention to music as a promising (and beautiful) object of study.
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